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Air Mattress
Air Inflation Using the Built-in Pump

1. Before inflating, ensure that the inflation/deflation valve
located on the side is closed and that the valve on top of the
mattress is open.

2. The internal pump operates in the same manner as an air
bellows. While pressing down on the valve repeatedly, your
hand or foot forms a seal over the valve to then force the air
into the mattress. When you lift your hand or foot for the
next stroke, ensure that your hand comes off of the pump so
as to allow the pump bellows to refill with air.

3. Continue inflating until the air mattress is to the desired
firmness. Do not over inflate.

4. Reinstall the rubber plug and cap.

Alternate Inflation Methods

▼The large deflate valve as well as the small inflation valve may
also be used for inflation by mouth.

▼Hair dryer — do not use heat setting. Place nozzle of hair
dryer over large inflation valve and fill.

▼Canister Vacuum — Connect vacuum hose to exhaust hose of
vacuum and inflate through the large inflation valve. If inflating
through the small inflation valve, use a funnel adaptor.

▼Bellows Pump — Place nozzle of pump into small inflation
valve and fill.

Deflation Method

1. Remove the cap and rubber plug from large deflation valve.

2. Force all air toward this valve opening until the mattress is
collapsed.

3. Fold the mattress toward the valve opening.

4. Replace the rubber plug and cap to store.

Care and Maintenance

▼Do not use cleaning agents that use benzine as an ingredient.

▼Do not use scouring powder or other abrasive powders.

▼Use only mild detergent and water to clean the exterior
surfaces.

▼Avoid internally filling with water or any other liquid as mold
will occur and will damage the internal pump.

▼Do not expose to chlorine or salt for extended periods of time
without rinsing these chemicals from the surfaces with clean
tap water.

Repairing Mattress Surface Damage (Kit included)

Note: Before performing any repair, deflate the air mattress as
described above.

▼Pinhole side puncture holes: Apply glue (included in repair kit)
to tip of toothpick and insert into puncture. Allow a minimum
of four hours for the glue to set before inflating.

▼Surface tear/cuts: Cuts a small piece of PVC patching mate-
rial (included in repair kit). Apply glue to the patch and apply.
Allow the glue to set for a minimum of four hours before
inflating.

Warning

Do not use as a life saving device.
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